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All-in-one groomer
The Multigroom 5000 all-in-one groomer includes 16 pieces for face & head. Offers

versatile groom options with 5 beard guards, 3 beard guards and 1 eyebrow guard.

DualCut steel blades trim with ultimate precision.

Easy to use

Easy to maintain attachments

Trims for 70 minutes between charges

Used while unplugged, or while charging

Ergonomic handle with non-slip grip

Cutting performance

Maximum precision with 2x more blades

Reinforced guards that won't bend or buckle

Steel blades

Versatility

16 pieces for face & head
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Highlights

All-in-one groomer

Offers versatile groom options with 5 beard

guards, 3 beard guards and 1 eyebrow guard.

DualCut technology

This all-in-one hair trimmer features advanced

DualCut Technology for maximum precision. It

comes with double blades, and is designed to

stay as sharp as day 1.

Steel blades

Our unique cutting guards are reinforced to

prevent bending and buckling, ensuring an

even trim every time.

Reinforced guards

Get an even trim every time, with unique

reinforced cutting guards designed to prevent

bending and buckling that’s common with

impact.

Rinseable attachments

Your face and body trimmer is simple to

maintain, with non-corrosive blades and

water-resistant guards for easy cleaning.

70 minute run time

Trims for 70 minutes between charges.

Powered by a NiMH battery.

Cordless and corded use

The trimmer can conveniently be used cordless

for 70 minutes, or while plugged in for

continuous use.

Ergonomic handle

Ergonomic handle features non-slip grip for

reassuring control.
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Specifications

Create the look you want

Number of tools: 16 tools

Cutting system

DualCut technology: Cut in two directions

Reinforced guards

Ease of use

Cleaning: 100% Waterproof, Rinseable

attachments

Maintenance free: No oil needed

Operation: Corded & Cordless use

Design

Handle: No-slip rubber grip, Ergonomic grip &

handling, Easy on/off button

Power

Battery type: Ni-MH

Run time: 70 minutes

Service

2-year warranty

Versatility

All-in-one groomer
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